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Two warring civilizations. Two warriors who should hate each other. Two fighters who discover love

transcends space, time, and war!Talia was on the fast track in the Combined Interstellar Fleet until

the terrible day she lost her ship and her career came to a screeching halt. Now she's stuck in a

dead-end job defending the home system where there's never any action. Even worse, she can't

she stop thinking of the sexy shimmering blue alien who destroyed her career!Jorav was feared.

Respected. Uncle to the emperor, the fiercest warrior in the Livisk Ascendency, and a tactical mind

that made him the most respected general in living memory. Until that terrible day. The day a human

female defeated him and destroyed his world. The day he lost his honor. So why can't he get

thoughts of that pesky and alluring human out of his mind?Neither knows it, but they're about to go

head to head for the second time. Only the human/livisk war isn't the only thing that's going to heat

up around them this time! Sparks flash brighter than a super nova as the Star Warrior meets the

only human to ever best him in battle and makes her his!
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PART OF A SERIAL. Which I didn't expect & feel annoyed by - barely get into the story & its ... over

on a cliff hanger. However, if the advertised time schedule is kept I don't have long to wait for part 2



(mid July) altho I will probably wait until August to get them all together.I like the feisty heroine & the

masculine but not block-headed hero. There was a bit of an ick factor regarding her responsibility in

his wife's death. & he's relatively cold about it - despite being 'mind-linked'. He knows her leading

role in the death of countless citizens but he casually chalks it up to 'war' & shrugs it off. She does

the same regarding his war efforts & her own personal losses. Ditto her lack of angst about her crew

being tortured, dissected, enslaved, turned into prostitutes.I appreciate the realism of the situation -

brutality of war/conqueror/prisoners, but I don't usually read stories with this kind of plot line

(prisoner of war) - I'm too soft I guess. The writing is well done - some editiing issues. I like the blue,

muscular & sparkly alien description.

This story was a pleasant surprise. The lead characters were strong and likeable. The story had a

conclusion but appears to be part of a series, I hope. World building was good and the culturally

differences were just fun. The story had a more unique aspects and actual aliens that were different

than humans. A few edit flaws that didn't take away from the story. I especially liked that the human

female was not demeaned but written as a strong character. Highly recommend for those who love

Scfi romance with interesting characters

I received an ARC for an honest review of this book.I was intrigued when I started out reading this

book because you have two similar warriors that are fighting against each other. I wondered how

the author was going to bring them closer so that they could have a relationship beyond distrust,

hate, and some respect for the other's abilities. When Talia was captured, that really showed how

far she would go to win!The experience before the emperor was a great part in the book that helps

explain another step in how they could be together when they started out as enemies. It was great

that they could read each other's mind to really know how they felt about each other, and in the

future, they could make plans that no one could overhear!Sounds like another book will follow this

one...and I want to know more about what happens to this couple! Will they overthrow the emperor,

will they save Talia's crew, so much to look forward to!!

This was a very good story line about a very ambitious Female Starship commander that meets up

and defeats the enemy of the galaxy. She blows up the General of her enemies planet that killed his

wife and the emperor's wife. They eventually meet again when she had been demoted after losing

her ship in that battle. The General was demoted on his planet also. He is the Uncle of the Emperor

. But the Emperor is very cruel. The General finally captures the human commander . This is a



series that needs to be read. This book was given for a true and honest review.

Fantastic story! Only a few typos that made it past the spell checker. I noticed a double negative

and a missed word or two as well but overall the book was well written. I was disappointed that

there was no more books to complete this storyline. CF Harris is well on her way to having a

following of loyal fans of which I am one.

I like the story enough to keep reading, despite the cliffhanger endings. It needs an edit. There are

grammar and punctuation mistakes that are distracting. There dialogue is a little discordant at times

with the MC sounding like she's from Jersey. Otherwise, really good story

I really enjoyed the warrior against warrior premise of this story!! Talia is a warrior through and

through and her strength of character and drive to command is both inspiring and aggravating!!

Jorav definitely has hIs work cut out trying to tame the untamable! A great beginning to a unique

series!

It's not even a cliffhanger, it's stopped in the middle of the story, so it should be classified as

"Part1."I enjoyed the story at first, but the story was all over the place, it was flat, and the reader

gets told about all the misdeeds over and over again of others to H and h but in a little more detail

every time. For instance, Talia, or whatever her name is, hasn't had many offers for sex, then we

figure out she has in a sexual harassment in the workplace kind of way, and then we learn it was by

an older guy, and then we learn it was an older guy who was really ugly.The sex was bad too, and

not just that the sex scene was written badly, but the sex was bad. I don't really second this one.....
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